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SPACE JUNK

In this episode, the campers spotted space 

junk above camp heading on a crash course 

with the the Camp GoldieBlox communications 

satellite! The campers were able to move the 

communications satellite, avoiding a collision, 

and saving the talent show!  Humans have 

been sending tons of objects into the earth’s 

orbit since the very �rst satellite was launched 

in 1957. More than 2,500 vehicles have been 

launched and there are over 21,000 objects 

larger than a baseball being tracked by NASA 

at all times. Some of these objects are 

communications, research, weather, and other 

kinds of active satellites. Others are junk from 

launch vehicles, which was littered into space 

after it was used.

People on earth can de�nitely spot the larger 

objects with the naked eye on a clear night, as 

long as they know what to look for!  In this 

activity, you will learn to spot 

a satellite as it �ies overhead.
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SPOT TING 
ME THOD  
# 1:

HOW TO SPOT SATELLITES:

Satellites don’t make their own light because there are no 

external lights on them. When you spot a satellite, you are 

really seeing light re�ected from the sun. The International 

Space Station has a huge array of mirror-like solar panels that 

re�ect sunlight, making it easy to see in the sky at night. Unless 

you are spotting the very large, very bright ISS, you need to be 

away from city lights to see satellites in the sky. 

The best time to spot satellites is just after dark or before 

sunrise, when the sun is a few degrees below the horizon. In 

the middle of the night, the earth actually blocks the sun light 

from shining o� of the satellites above you as they pass, 

making them invisible.

HANG  O UT AND  KEEP  YO UR  EYES  O PEN !About 45 minutes after the sun goes down, grab a seat, look up 
at the sky, and watch the stars. Soon you’ll spot a “star” that is 
moving slowly and smoothly across the sky. If it blinks, its not a 
satellite, it’s an airplane with �ashing lights! As satellites �y 
overhead, they often appear and disappear as they move in and 
out of the sunlight. Some will be very dim while others are much 
brighter.
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SPOT TING 
ME THOD  
# 2:

F IND SPEC I F I C  SATELL ITES !
MEASURING ELEVATION:

This takes a little planning and research. There are many tools available online to 

make it easier to spot and identify satellites. NASA’s Spot The Station (as well as 

most other satellite spotting tools) will tell you the date, time, direction 

(azimuth), and elevation where the satellite will appear in your area.

FIGURING OUT THE ELEVATION:

Elevation is the measurement in degrees above the horizon. 

The horizon line has an elevation of 0°. Straight up is 90°. Using 

an outstretched arm, you can estimate degrees of elevation. Your

three middle �ngers held together is roughly 5°. Stretching your 

index and pinky �nger apart will measure about 15° of elevation. 

It’s not exact, but it will get you looking in the right part of the sky!

SATELLITE SPOTTING TOOLS:

NASA – SPOT THE STATION: Easy to use. 

Spot the ISS and resupply ships. Text and email 

alerts when the ISS or resupply ships are visible!

THE NASA APP (iOS & Android versions). 

Required app for every space geek!


